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Cancellation in the Additive Twists of Fourier Coefficients for GL2 and
GL3 over Number Fields
Zhi Qi
Abstract. In this article, we study the sum of additively twisted Fourier coefficients of an
irreducible cuspidal automorphic representation of GL2 or GL3 over an arbitrary number
field. When the representation is unramified at all non-archimedean places, we prove the
Wilton type bound for GL2 and the Miller type bound for GL3 which are uniform in terms
of the additive character.
1. Introduction
1.1. Backgrounds. It is a classical problem to estimate sums involving the Fourier
coefficients of a modular form. For example, when f pzq is a holomorphic cusp form of
weight k for SL2pZq with the Fourier expansion,
f pzq “
8ÿ
n“1
A f pnqnpk´1q{2epnzq,
with epzq “ e2πiz, it is well known that for any real θ and T ě 1,ÿ
nďT
A f pnqepθnq Î f T 1{2 logp2T q,(1.1)
with the implied constant depending only on f (see [Iwa1, Theorem 5.3]). This is a clas-
sical estimate due to Wilton. Because of the square-root cancellation, which is essentially
best possible, (1.1) shows that there is no correlation between the Fourier coefficients A f pnq
and additive characters epθnq. In the work of Stephen D. Miller [Mil], for the Fourier co-
efficients A f pq, nq of a cusp form f for GL3pZq he provedÿ
nďT
A f pq, nqepθnq Î ε,q, f T 3{4`ε,(1.2)
with the implied constant depending only on ε, q and the cusp form f . This is halfway
between the trivial bound of OpT q and the best-possible bound of O`T 1{2˘. Uniformity in
θ is an important feature of these estimates of Wilton and Miller.
The estimate in (1.1) can be seen in various ways, but the easiest is perhaps from
the SL2pZq-invariance of | f pzq|pIm zqk{2. Indeed, from the modularity we have | f pzq| “
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O f
`pIm zq´k{2˘ for all z “ θ ` i{T in the upper half plane, and in particular for any real θ
8ÿ
n“1
A f pnqepnθqnpk´1q{2 expp´2πn{T q Î f T k{2.(1.3)
This is in essence a smoothed form of (1.1). As observed by Miller, finding a matrix in
SL2pZq that lifts z “ θ ` i{T to a fixed fundamental domain is a Diophantine problem,
while the modularity can be encoded in a Voronoı¨-type summation formula. With these
observations, Miller deduced his estimate in (1.2) from Diophantine approximations of θ
and the GL3 Voronoı¨ summation formula in [MS2] which involves the Fourier coefficients
A f pq, nq.
We now make some remarks on the estimates similar to (1.1) for Maaß cusp forms
for GL2. When f pzq is a Maaß cusp form with Laplacian eigenvalue λ f , the estimate in
(1.1) holds with a hybrid bound pλ fT q1{2 logp2T q which is also uniform in f (see [Iwa2,
Theorem 8.1] and its proof is similar to that of [Iwa1, Theorem 5.3]). While Miller did not
treat GL2 Maaß forms in [Mil], his ideas as described above was used later in [God] to get
an even better bound λ
1{4`ε
f
T 1{2`ε.
The purpose of this paper is to obtain estimates analogous to (1.1) and (1.2) for the
Fourier coefficients of a cuspidal automorphic representation of GL2 or GL3 over an arbi-
trary number field. As an illustration, let F be a totally real field of degree N and consider
a Hilbert modular form f pzq of weight k for the Hilbert modular group SL2pOq with the
Fourier expansion,
f pzq “
ÿ
nPO1
A f pnqN
`
npk´1q{2
˘
epTrpnzqq, N`npk´1q{2˘ “ Nź
j“1
n
pk j´1q{2
j
,Trpnzq “
Nÿ
j“1
n jz j.
HereO is the ring of integers in F and O1 is its dual. Then the function | f pzq|N`Im zk{2˘ is
SL2pOq-invariant, which, by setting z j “ θ j ` i{T , leads to an estimate analogous to (1.3),ÿ
nPO1
A f pnqepTrpnθqqN
`
npk´1q{2
˘
expp´2πTrpnq{T q Î f TTrpkq{2,(1.4)
for any θ P RN . In order to generalize this further, we shall use the Voronoı¨ summation
formula over number fields in the paper of Ichino and Templier [IT]. To estimate the
Hankel transforms in the Voronoı¨ summation, we shall apply the asymptotic formulae for
Bessel kernels over both real and complex numbers in the author’s recent work [Qi2].
1.2. Statement of Results. Let F be a number field and let O be the ring of integers
and O1 be its dual lattice. Let D denote the different ideal so that O1 “ D´1. Let N be
the degree of F. Let S8 be the set of all archimedean places of F. For 3 P S8, let F3
be the corresponding local field. Define F8 “
ś
3PS8
F3 “ RN and the trace on F8 by
Tr x “ ř3PS8 TrF3{R x3. Let Π 1 Ă F8 be a fixed fundamental parallelotope for F8{O1
which is symmetric about zero.
Let π be an irreducible cuspidal automorphic representation of GLr over F, with r “
2, 3. Suppose that π is unramified and has trivial central character at all non-archimedean
places of F. For nonzero ideals a Ă O, let Aπpaq denote the Fourier coefficients of π
(when r “ 3, in order to unify the presentation, we let Aπpaq be the shorthand notation for
AπpD, aq).
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In this paper, we study the sums of Fourier coefficients twisted by additive characters
S θpT q “
ÿ
γPO1rt0uXT ¨Π 1
AπpγDqe pTrpθγqq , θ P F8,(1.5)
and we shall be concerned with obtaining estimates for S θpT q which are uniform in θ.
Thanks to the Rankin-Selberg theory ([JS]), we know that Aπpγq obey the Ramanujan
conjecture on average. More precisely, we haveÿ
γPO1rt0uXT ¨Π 1
|AπpγDq|2 “ O
`
TN`ε
˘
,(1.6)
(the ε in the exponent is due to the possible infinitude of the group of units in O and T ε
may be reduced to a power of logT .), and by Cauchy-Schwarz,ÿ
γ PO1rt0uXT ¨Π 1
|AπpγDq| “ O
`
TN`ε
˘
.(1.7)
See §4. Thus the trivial estimate for S θpT q is O
`
TN`ε
˘
, obtained by taking the absolute
value of each term in (1.5). On the other hand, by Parseval’s identity,ż 1
0
|S θpT q|2dθ “
ÿ
γ PO1rt0uXT ¨Π 1
|AπpγDq|2,
Hence, in view of (1.6), the best possible uniform estimate for S θpT qwould beO
`
TN{2`ε
˘
.
Our main results are the following uniform estimates for S θpT q analogous to (1.1) and
(1.2). In the GL2 case, we have the best-possible bound of Wilton type, whereas, in the
GL3 case, we have Miller’s bound, which is halfway between the trivial bound and the
best-possible bound.
Theorem 1.1. Let notations be as above. Suppose that T ą 0 is sufficiently large in
terms of π and F. Then, for any θ P F8, we haveÿ
γ PO1rt0uXT ¨Π 1
AπpγDqe pTrpθγqq “ O
`
TN{2plog T qN˘,(1.8)
if r “ 2, and for any ε ą 0,ÿ
γPO1rt0uXT ¨Π 1
AπpD, γDqe pTrpθγqq “ Oε
`
T 3N{4`ε
˘
,(1.9)
if r “ 3, where the implied constants in (1.8, 1.9) depend only on π, F, the choice of Π ,
and in addition on ε for (1.9).
We shall deduce Theorem 1.1 from its smoothed version as follows.
Theorem 1.2. Let notations be as above. Let ∆ ą 1. Let T ą 0 be sufficiently large in
terms of π and F. For each archimedean place 3, let w3 be a smooth function on F3 such
that
- for F3 “ R, w3pxq is supported on tx P R : |x| P rT, ∆T su and
pd{dxq jw3pxq Î j, ∆ T´ j,(1.10)
- for F3 “ C, w3pzq is supported on tz P C : |z| P rT, ∆T su and
pB{Bzq jpB{Bzq j1w3pzq Î j, j1, ∆ T´ j´ j1 ,(1.11)
or equivalently, in the polar coordinates,
pB{Bxq jpB{Bφqkw3
`
xeiφ
˘ Î j, k, ∆ T´ j.(1.12)
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Let w be the product function of w3 on F8. Then, for any θ P F8, we haveÿ
γPO1rt0u
AπpγDqe pTrpθγqqwpγq “ O
`
TN{2
˘
,(1.13)
if r “ 2, and for any ε ą 0,ÿ
γPO1rt0u
AπpD, γDqe pTrpθγqqwpγq “ Oε
`
T 3N{4`ε
˘
,(1.14)
if r “ 3, where the implied constants in (1.13, 1.14) depend only on π, F, ∆ and those in
(1.10, 1.11, 1.12), and in addition on ε for (1.14).
1.3. Remarks.
In Miller’s paper [Mil], Hankel transforms in the Mellin-Barnes form are analyzed
using Stirling’s asymptotic formula for the Gamma function. This approach is very re-
strictive from the analytic aspect in the complex case, as it can only be applied to spherical
weight functions. Nevertheless, the spherical assumption is usually sufficient, for example,
for deducing Theorem 1.1 from 1.2. In contrast, we use the asymptotic formulae for Bessel
kernels, which turn Hankel transforms into oscillatory integrals so that we may directly use
the method of stationary phase. Our method does not only yield better estimates for Han-
kel transforms but also enables us to treat complex Hankel transforms of the large class of
compactly supported weight functions described in Theorem 1.2. See §5 for more details.
In this paper, same as [Mil], the cuspidal automorphic representation π is considered
fixed. There however have been papers after [Mil], for example [LY, God, Li1], on obtain-
ing estimates which are also uniform in the archimedean parameters of π. These bounds
are useful when one considers varying automorphic forms, for example, in the subcon-
vexity problem (see [HMQ]). With Ichino and Templier’s Voronoı¨ summation formula,
the author believes that they may also be generalized to an arbitrary number field. When
the parameters are taken into account, one has to use the Mellin-Barnes form of Hankel
transforms and Stirling’s asymptotic formula, or one needs to get an asymptotic formula
for Bessel kernels at the transition range, which is currently only known for GL2pRq.
In higher rank r ě 4, with more efforts, Ichino and Templier’s Voronoı¨ summation
formula for GLr may be reformulated in the classical language as in §3, with hyper-
Kloosterman sums on the right hand side of the identity. Also, the analysis of Hankel trans-
forms in §5 may be generalized for r ě 4. However, the application of the GLr Voronoı¨
summation formula with Weil’s bound on each individual hyper-Kloosterman sum fails to
yield nontrivial bound when r ě 4.
Finally, we remark that in our theorems the sums of Fourier coefficients are restricted
to the ideal class containing D. Our results should be generalized by using Theorem 3 of
Ichino and Templier [IT] (instead of their Theorem 1) along with the Hecke relation.
Acknowledgements. The author would like to thank Stephen D. Miller for valuable
comments and helpful discussions. The author wishes to thank the referee for thorough
reading of the manuscript and several suggestions which helped improving the exposition.
2. Notations for Number Fields
We now give a list of ourmost frequently used notations from algebraic number theory.
See [Lan] for more details.
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Let F be a number field of degree N. Let O be its ring of integers and Oˆ the group of
units. Let O1 be the dual of O. Let D be the different ideal of F, namely, D´1 “ O1. Let
N and Tr denote the norm and the trace for F, respectively. Denote by A “ AF the adele
ring of F.
For any place 3 of F, we denote by F3 the corresponding local field. When 3 is non-
archimedean, let p3 be the corresponding prime ideal of O, let ord3 denote the additive
valuation. Let N3 be the local degree of F3; in particular, N3 “ 1 if F3 “ R and N3 “ 2 if
F3 “ C. Let } }3 denote the normalized module of F3. We have } }3 “ | | if F3 “ R and
} }3 “ | |2 if F3 “ C, where | | is the usual absolute value.
Fix the (non-trivial) standard additive character ψ “ b3ψ3 onA{F as in [Lan, §XIV.1]
such that ψ3pxq “ ep´xq if F3 “ R, ψ3pzq “ ep´pz`zqq if F3 “ C, and that ψ3 has conduc-
tor D´13 for any non-archimedean F3 (D3 is the local different ideal). Let S8, respectively
S f , denote the set of all archimedean, respectively non-archimedean, places of F. Accord-
ingly, we split ψ “ ψ fψ8. Note that ψ8pγq “ ep´Tr γq and hence ψ f pγq “ epTr γq for
γ P F.
We choose the Haar measure of F3 as in [Lan, §XIV.1]; the Haar measure is the
ordinary Lebesgue measure on the real line if F3 “ R and twice the ordinary Lebesgue
measure on the complex plane if F3 “ C.
For each 3 P S8, let σ3 denote the embedding F ãÑ F3, then all the σ3 yield an
embedding σ : F ãÑ F8 “
ś
3PS8
F3 “ RN . Let r1 be the number of real and r2 be the
number of conjugate pairs of complex embeddings of F.
3. Voronoı¨ Summation Formulae for GL2 and GL3 over Number Fields
Our main tool is the GL2 and GL3 Voronoı¨ summation formulae over number fields
in the work of Ichino and Templier [IT]. It is formulated in an adelic framework. We
shall give a brief summary of the adelic formulae and then translate them into the classical
language.
3.1. Adelic Voronoı¨ Summation Formulae [IT]. We shall follow the notations in
[IT], and for further details readers can refer to [IT] and the works cited there.
Let π “ b3π3 be an irreducible cuspidal automorphic representation of GLrpAq, with
r “ 2, 3. Let rπ “ b3rπ3 be the contragradient representation of π.
Let S be a finite set of places of F including the ramified places of π. Denote by AS
the subring of adeles with trivial component above S . Denote by WSo “
ś
3RS Wo 3 the
unramified Whittaker function of πS “ b3RS π3 above the complement of S . Let rWSo “ś
3RS
rWo 3 be the unramified Whittaker function of rπS “ b3RSrπ3.
For any place 3 of F, to a smooth compactly supported function w3 P C8c pFˆ3 q is
associated a dual function rw3 of w3 such thatż
F
ˆ
3
rw3pxqχpxq´1}x}s´ r´123 dˆx
“ χp´1qr´1γp1´ s, π3 b χ, ψ3q
ż
F
ˆ
3
w3pxqχpxq}x}1´s´
r´1
2
3 d
ˆx,
(3.1)
for all s of real part sufficiently large and all unitary multiplicative characters χ of Fˆ3 .
The equality (3.1) defines rw3 uniquely in terms of π3, ψ3 and w3. For S as above, we put
wS “
ś
3PS w3, rwS “ś3PS rw3.
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Let 3 be an unramified place of π. It should be kept in mind that, since the additive
character ψ3 has conductor D
´1
3 , Wo 3
ˆ
γ
1
˙
or Wo 3
¨˝
γ1γ2
γ1
1
‚˛ vanishes unless
γ P D´13 or both γ1, γ2 P D´13 . Let δ3 be a generator of D3. For γ, ζ P Fˆ3 , we define
K3pγ, ζ, rWo 3q as follows. When r “ 2, we let
(3.2) K3pγ, ζ, rWo 3q “ rWo 3ˆγζ´1
ζ
˙
ψ3
`
γζ´1
˘
.
When r “ 3, we let
K3pγ, ζ, rWo 3q “ }ζ}3 ÿ
γ1 PFˆ3 {O
ˆ
3
1ď}γ1}3ď}δ
´1
3 ζ}3
}δ3γζ
´1}3ď}γ
1}23
rWo 3
¨˝
γγ1´1ζ´1
γ1
ζ
‚˛Kl3pγζ´1, γ1q,
(3.3)
in which Kl3pγζ´1, γ1q is the Kloosterman sum defined by
Kl3pγζ´1, γ1q “
ÿ
νPγ1Oˆ3 {O 3
ψ3
`
ν` γζ´1ν´1˘ .(3.4)
In the quotient γ1Oˆ3 {O3 above, the group O3 acts additively on γ13Oˆ3 if }γ1}3 ą 1 and
γ13O
ˆ
3 {O3 “ t1u if }γ1}3 “ 1, that is, imposing that ν “ 1. Now, let R be a finite
set of places where π is unramified. We define rWoR “ ś3PR rWo 3 and KRpγ, ζ, rWoRq “ś
3PR K3pγ3, ζ3, rWo 3q for γ, ζ P FˆR “ś3PR Fˆ3 .
Proposition 3.1. ([IT, Theorem 1]). Let ζ P AS , let R be the set of places 3 such that
}ζ}3 ą 1, and for all 3 P S let w3 P C8c pFˆ3 q. Then we have the identityÿ
γPFˆ
ψpγζqWSo
ˆ
γ
1r´1
˙
wS pγq “
ÿ
γPFˆ
KRpγ, ζ, rWoRq rWSYRo ˆγ 1r´1
˙ rwS pγq.(3.5)
Remark 3.2. We remark that the sign in front of γζ´1ν´1 in (3.4) is negative in [IT],
indeed p´qr , but it is always positive in [MS2, MS3]. The reason for this inconsistency
is not clear to the author, but he believes that the sigh choice in the latter should be cor-
rect. While the sigh does not matter for our problem, it could be highly sensitive in the
subconvexity problems.
Remark 3.3. It is assumed in Theorem 1 of [IT] that S contains all the ramified places
of the additive character ψ. By checking their proof, we find that this assumption is rather
superfluous and may be removed. For r “ 2, the formula (3.2) is solid without any as-
sumptions on ψ3. For r “ 3, their arguments may be generalized so that ψ3 is only required
to be trivial on O3.
3.2. Voronoı¨ Summation in Classical Formulation. Subsequently, we assume that
π is unramified and has trivial central character at all the non-archimedean places. Then
one may choose S “ S8. In practice, one usually let ζ P AS8 be the diagonal embedding
of a fraction α{β P F, and it is preferable to have a classical formulation of the Voronoı¨
summation in terms of Fourier coefficients, exponential factors, Kloosterman sums and
Hankel transforms. However, when F does not have class number one, there is some
subtlety due to the fact that the fraction α{β can not alway be chosen so that α and β are
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relatively prime integers. Therefore the look of our translation of Ichino and Templier’s
Voronoı¨ summation formula is slightly different from those in [MS1, MS2] (see Remark
3.5).
When r “ 2, for a nonzero ideal a of O we define the Fourier coefficient
Aπpaq “ N
`
aD´1
˘1{2
WS8o
ˆ
aD´1
1
˙
.(3.6)
When r “ 3, for nonzero ideals a, a1 we define the Fourier coefficient
Aπpa1, aq “ N
`
aa1D´2
˘
WS8o
¨˝
aa1D´2
a1D´1
1
‚˛.(3.7)
For our convenience, we denote Aπpaq “ AπpD, aq when r “ 3.
It is known from [Qi2, §17] that, when 3 is archimedean, rf3pyq “ rw3 `p´qr´1y˘ }y}´ r´123
is the Hankel integral transform of f3pxq “ w3 pxq }x}´
r´1
2
3 integrated against the Bessel
kernel Jπ3pxyq associated with π3 (see [Qi2, (17.12), (17.13), (17.18), (17.19), (17.20)]),
namely,
(3.8) rf3 pyq “ ż
F
ˆ
3
Jπ3pxyq f3 pxq dx.
We shall postpone the discussions on Jπ3pxq to §5.1 and 5.2.
For a nonzero ideal b of O, we define the additive character ψb on b
´1{O by ψbpγq “
e pTr γq, with Tr : F{O Ñ Q{Z the trace induced from that on F (see [Lan, §XIV.1]).
Moreover, let Fb denote the ring of elements α in F such that }α}3 ď 1 for all p3|b, then ψb
extends to a character on b´1Fb{Fb via the isomorphism Fb{bFb – O{b. Let R “ t3 : p3|bu.
It follows from the definition of ψ3, 3 P S f , in [Lan, §XIV.1] that ψb is the restriction of
ψR “
ś
3PR ψ3 on b
´1Fb{Fb – b´1{O (embedded into
ś
3PR b
´1
O3{O3).
We now choose β P Fˆ such that ord3 β “ ord3b if p3|b. For α P Fˆb we let sα denote
a representative in O X Fˆ
b
of the multiplicative inverse of α in Fb{bFb – O{b so that
ψbpγ{αβq “ ψbpsαγ{βq for all γ P Fb. For γ, γ1 P Fb, we define the Kloosterman sum
S bpγ, γ1; βq “
ÿ
νPO{b
}ν}3“1 if p3|b
ψb
ˆ
γν` γ1 sν
β
˙
.(3.9)
We have Weil’s bound for the Kloosterman sum
S bpγ, γ1; βq “ Oε
`pNbq1{2`ε˘,(3.10)
provided that γ and γ1 are relatively prime in O3 if p3|b.
We may reformulate the Voronoı¨ summation formula in Proposition 3.1 as follows.
Proposition 3.4. Let notations be as above. Let α P F and β P Fˆ be such that
}α}3 “ 1 whenever }β}3 ă }α}3, with 3 P S f . Define b “
ś
}β}3ă}α}3
p
ord3 β
3 . For 3 P S8, let
f3 P C8c pF3q and rf3 be the Hankel transform of f3. Put f “ ś3 f3 and rf “ ś3 rf3. Then,
when r “ 2, we haveÿ
γPO1rt0u
AπpγDqψ f
ˆ
αγ
β
˙
f pγq “ 1
Nb
ÿ
γ PFˆ
γb2ĂO
Arπ `γb2D˘ψbˆ´sαpβ2γq
β
˙ rf pγq ,(3.11)
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and, when r “ 3, we haveÿ
γ PO1rt0u
AπpD, γDqψ f
ˆ
αγ
β
˙
f pγq
“
ÿ
bĂa1ĂO1
Na1
pNbq2
ÿ
γ PFˆ
γb3Ăa12O1
Arπ `a1D, γb3a1´2D˘ S ba1´1 `1, sαβ3γ{γ12; β{γ1˘ rf pγq ,(3.12)
in which γ1 is an element in F such that ord3γ
1 “ ord3a1 whenever p3|b.
Sketch of Proof. In the above settings, it is clear that the left hand side of (3.5) trans-
lates into that of (3.11) or (3.12) for r “ 2 or r “ 3. As for the right hand side of (3.5),
we just need to compute the non-archimedean part, as the archimedean part has already be
given by Hankel transforms as above. In order to be consistent with our normalization of
Hankel transforms, we change γ to p´qr´1γ. In the following, we shall only consider the
case r “ 2 and leave to readers the similar but slightly more complicated computations for
the case r “ 3.
Invoking (3.2), we infer that
KRp´γ, α{β, rWoRqrWS8YRo “ rWoR ˆ´γβ{α α{β
˙ rWS8YRo ˆ´γ 1
˙
¨ ψR
ˆ
´βγ
α
˙
.
First, since π3 and rπ3 are adjusted to have trivial central character for 3 P S f and }α}3 “ 1
for all 3 P R, the product of Whittaker functions is equal to
rWoRˆ´γβ2{α2
1
˙ rWS8YRo ˆ´γ 1
˙
“ rWoR ˆ´γβ2
1
˙ rWS8YRo ˆ´γ 1
˙
“ rWS8o ˆγb2 1
˙
“ Arπ
`
γb2D
˘
|Nγ|1{2Nb
if γ P Fˆ X b´2 and vanishes otherwise. Second, by the discussions on ψb as above, we
have ψR p´βγ{αq “ ψb
`´β2γ{αβ˘ “ ψb `´sα`β2γ˘{β˘ for γ P Fˆ X b´2. Now we arrive
at the right hand side of (3.11). Q.E.D.
Remark 3.5. When F is of class number one, then we may choose α and β to be a pair
of integers that are relatively prime and let b “ pβq, a1 “ pγ1q. In this way, upon changing γ
to γ{β2 or γγ12{β3, we obtain the classical Voronoı¨ summation formula as in [MS1, MS2].
Note that our normalization of Hankel transforms in [Qi2] is slightly different from that in
[MS1, MS2] in order to get the (inverse) Fourier transform when r “ 1 and the classical
Hankel transform when r “ 2. When the place 3 is real, }y}3 rf3 pp´qryq is equal to the Fpyq
in [MS2, Theorem 1.18] or [MS3, Theorem 1.10] (if f3pxq is their f pxq).
Remark 3.6. In higher rank r ě 4, following the computations in the proof above for
r “ 2, Ichino and Templier’s Voronoı¨ summation formula for GLr may also be reformu-
lated in the classical language, involving hyper-Kloosterman sum on the right. As can be
seen in [MS3], the notations will be more complicated.
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4. Average of Fourier Coefficients
The Rankin-Selberg L-function
Lps, π b rπq “
$’’&’’%
ÿ
a‰0
|Aπpaq|2pNaq´s, if r “ 2,ÿÿ
a,a1‰0
|Aπpa1, aq|2Npaa1 2q´s, if r “ 3,
initially convergent for s of real part large, has a meromorphic continuation to the whole
complex plane with only a simple pole at s “ 1 (see [JS]). The Wiener-Ikehara theorem
yields ÿ
NaďX
|Aπpaq|2 “ OpXq,ÿÿ
Npaa12qďX
|Aπpa1, aq|2 “ OpXq,
ÿ
NaďX
|Aπpa1, aq|2 “ O
`pNa1q2X˘ .
In addition, It follows from the Wiener-Ikehara theorem for the Dedekind zeta function of
F that ÿ
NaďX
1 “ OpXq.
It should be remarked that Wiener-Ikehara would yield asymptotics and not just upper
bounds. Hence, Cauchy-Schwarz impliesÿ
NaďX
|Aπpaq| “ OpXq,(4.1) ÿ
NaďX
|Aπpa1, aq| “ O pNa1Xq .(4.2)
All the implied constants above depend only on F and π. More generally, for 0 ď c ă 1,
partial summation yields ÿ
NaďX
|Aπpaq|
pNaqc “Oc, π
`
X1´c
˘
,(4.3)
ÿ
NaďX
|Aπpa1, aq|
pNaqc “ Oc, π
`
Na1X1´c
˘
.(4.4)
In the partial summation identity
Xÿ
n“1
anbn “
X´1ÿ
n“1
S npbn ´ bn`1q ` S XbX , S n “
nÿ
m“1
am,
if one chooses an “
ř
Na“n |Aπpaq| and bn “ n´c, then (4.3) follows immediately from
(4.1); one may prove (4.4) in the same way.
Subsequently, we shall restrict ourselves to the integral ideals in a given ideal class,
then both (4.3) and (4.4) hold if the sums are over these ideals. More precisely, given an
ideal a of O, we have ÿ
rγs PFˆ{Oˆ
1ď|Nγ|NaďX
|Aπpγaq|
|Nγ|c “Oc, π
`pNaqcX1´c˘ ,(4.5)
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ÿ
rγs PFˆ{Oˆ
1ď|Nγ|NaďX
|Aπpa1, γaq|
|Nγ|c “ Oc, π
`pNa1qpNaqcX1´c˘ ,(4.6)
where rγs is the orbit in Fˆ that contains γ, under the action of Oˆ, namely, rγs “ 
γǫ : ǫ P Oˆ(.
Lemma 4.1. Let V ą 0. For T P Rr1`r2` define NpT q “
ś
3 T
N3
3 and F8pT q “ 
x P F8 : }x}3 ď TN33
(
. Suppose that VNpT q ě 1. Then, for all γ P Fˆ with |Nγ| ě 1{V,
we have
Card trγs X F8pT qu Î 1` logpVNpT qqr1`r2´1,
with the implied constant depending only on F.
Proof. By Drichlet’s unit theorem (see [Lan, §V.1]), the rank of Oˆ is r1 ` r2 ´ 1
and the torsion in Oˆ is the finite cyclic group consisting of all the roots of unity in F.
Define the map log : F8 Ñ Rr1`r2 by log x “ plog }x}3q3PS8 . Restricting on Oˆ, the
image logpOˆq is an pr1 ` r2 ´ 1q-dimensional lattice Λ in the hyperplane Lr1`r2´1 “
ty P Rr1`r2 : ř y3 “ 0u and log has a finite kernel, namely, the torsion of Oˆ.
We now want to count the number of points in the image of rγs X F8pT q under the
map log. We have logrγs “ plog }γ}3q`Λ and it is a shifted lattice lying in the hyperplane
L
r1`r2´1
log |Nγ|
, with the definition Lr1`r2´1
Y
“ ty P Rr1`r2 : ř y3 “ Yu. On the other hand,
log F8pT q “ ty P Rr1`r2 : y3 ď N3 logT3u. Note that Lr1`r2´1log |Nγ| X log F8pT q are pr1 `
r2 ´ 1q-dimensional simplexes of the same shape for all γ P Fˆ. Their volumes do not
exceed the volume of Lr1`r2´1´ logV X logF8pT q as |Nγ| ě 1{V and hence are uniformly
O
`plogV ` logNpT qqr1`r2´1˘. Therefore, the number of the lattice points in logrγs lying
in the simplex Lr1`r2´1
log |Nγ|
X log F8pT q isO
`
1` logpVNpT qqr1`r2´1˘. Finally, taking account
of the finite torsion of Oˆ, which disappears under log, it is clear that the number of points
in rγs X F8pT q is still O
`
1` logpVNpT qqr1`r2´1˘. Q.E.D.
Lemma 4.2. Let notations be as above. Let 0 ď c ă 1. Suppose that NaNpT q ě 1.
Then ÿ
γP FˆXF8pTq
γaĂO
|Aπpγaq|
|Nγ|c “ O
`pNaq1`εNpT q1´c`ε˘ ,
ÿ
γP FˆXF8pTq
γaĂO
|Aπpa1, γaq|
|Nγ|c “ O
`
Na1pNaq1`εNpT q1´c`ε˘ ,
with the implied constants depending only on ε, c, F and π.
Proof. We shall only prove the first estimate as the second follows in the same way.
By Lemma 4.1 and (4.5),ÿ
γ PFˆXF8pTq
γaĂO
|Aπpγaq|
|Nγ|c “
ÿ
rγsPFˆ{Oˆ
1{Naď|Nγ|ďNpTq
|Aπpγaq|
|Nγ|c ¨ Card trγs X F8pT qu
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Î `1` logpNaNpT qqr1`r2´1˘ ÿ
rγsPFˆ{Oˆ
1ď|Nγ|NaďNaNpTq
|Aπpγaq|
|Nγ|c
Î `1` logpNaNpT qqr1`r2´1˘NaNpT q1´c
Î pNaq1`εNpT q1´c`ε.
Q.E.D.
Lemma 4.3. Let notations be as above. For a nonempty subset S Ă S8 and T P Rr1`r2`
define }T}S “
ś
3PS T
N3
3 and F
S
8pT q “
 
x P F8 : }x}3 ą TN33 for all 3 P S , }x}3 ď
T
N3
3 for all 3 P S8 r S
(
. Let 0 ď c ă 1 ă d. Suppose that NaNpT q ě 1. Then, for any
0 ă ε ă d ´ 1, ÿ
γ PFˆXFS8pTq
γaĂO
|Aπpγaq|
|Nγ|c}γ}d´c
S
“ O
˜
pNaq1`εNpT q1´c`ε
}T}d´c
S
¸
,
ÿ
γ PFˆXFS8pTq
γaĂO
|Aπpa1, γaq|
|Nγ|c}γ}d´c
S
“ O
˜
Na1pNaq1`εNpT q1´c`ε
}T}d´c
S
¸
,
with the implied constants depending only on ε, c, d, F and π.
Proof. For j P N|S | we define T j P Rr1`r2` by T j 3 “ 2 j3T3 if 3 P S and T j 3 “ T3 if
3 P S8 r S . We introduce a dyadic partition of FS8pT q,
FS8pT q “
ď
jPN|S |
F
j
8pT q,
with F
j
8pT q “
!
x P F8 : TN3j 3 ă }x}3 ď 2N3TN3j 3 if 3 P S , }x}3 ď TN33 if 3 P S8 r S
)
. Thenÿ
γ PFˆXFS8pTq
γaĂO
|Aπpγaq|
|Nγ|c}γ}d´c
S
“
ÿ
jPN|S |
ÿ
γ PFˆXF j8pTq
γaĂO
|Aπpγaq|
|Nγ|c}γ}d´c
S
ď
ÿ
jPN|S |
1
}T j}d´cS
ÿ
γP FˆXF8pT j`1q
γaĂO
|Aπpγaq|
|Nγ|c
Î pNaq1`ε
ÿ
jPN|S |
NpT j`1q1´c`ε
}T j}d´cS
“ pNaq
1`εNpT q1´c`ε
}T}d´c
S
ÿ
jPN|S |
2p1´c`εq
ř
3PS N3
2pd´1´εq
ř
3PS N3 j3
Î pNaq
1`εNpT q1´c`ε
}T}d´c
S
,
where Lemma 4.3 is applied for the second inequality. This proves the first estimate and
the second follows in the same way. Q.E.D.
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5. Asymptotic of Bessel Kernels and Estimates for Hankel Transforms
In this section, we shall exploit the analytic results on the asymptotic behaviours of
Bessel kernels in [Qi2] to study Hankel transforms, which arise as the analytic component
of the Voronoı¨ summation formula.
Throughout this section, we shall suppress 3 from our notations. Accordingly, F
will be an archimedean local field, and π will be a unitary irreducible admissible generic
representation of GLrpFq. With π are associated certain embedding parameters pµ, δq P
Cr ˆ pZ{2Zqr if F “ R or pµ, mq P Cr ˆ Zr if F “ C. Unitaricity implies that µ P Lr´1 “
tλ P Cr : řrl“1 λl “ 0u. With the notations of [Qi2], we shall denote the Bessel kernel by
Jpµ,δqpxq or Jpµ,mqpzq. Here and henceforth, x, y will always stand for real variables, while
z, u for complex variables.
When r “ 2, our Bessel kernels for GL2pFq may be expressed in terms of classical
Bessel functions. For illustration purposes, let us take the simplest examples for GL2pRq
and GL2pCq. For the discrete series representation σpmq of GL2pRq, its associated Bessel
kernel is equal to 2πim`1Jm p4π
?
xq on R` and vanishes identically on ´R`. For the
spherical principal series representation π`
0
pµq of GL2pCq, the Bessel function reads
2π2
sinp2πµq
´
J´2µ p4π
?
zq J´2µ
`
4π
a
z
˘´ J2µ p4π?zq J2µ`4πaz˘¯ .
This expression is well-defined and should be in its limit form when µ is a half integer.
Here Jνpzq is the Bessel function of the first kind of order ν as usual. For a complete list of
the formulae of the Bessel kernels for all infinite dimensional irreducible representations
of GL2pRq and GL2pCq, see [Qi2, §4.3, 15.3] and also [Qi2, §18].
5.1. Bounds for Bessel Kernels near Zero. The asymptotic behaviour of the Bessel
kernel Jπ near zero is very close to its associated parameters, so it is worthwhile to first
describe them in more details.
When F “ R, there are essentially two types of representations of GLrpRq (see the
discussions in [Mil, §2]). First, π may be a fully induced principal series representation,
in which case |Re µl| ă 12 for all l “ 1, ..., r. Second, when r “ 2, π is the discrete series
σpmq of GL2pRq, m “ 1, 2, ..., or, when r “ 3, π is an induced representation of GL3pRq
constructed from a discrete series σpmq of GL2pRq; in the former case one may choose
µ1 “ m
2
, µ2 “ ´m
2
, δ1 ` δ2 ” m` 1pmod 2q,
and in the latter,
µ1 “ it ` m
2
, µ2 “ ´2it, µ3 “ it ´ m
2
, δ1 ` δ3 ” δ2 ” m` 1pmod 2q.
When F “ C, it is known that πmust be a fully induced principal series representation
and |Re µl| ă 12 for all l “ 1, ..., r.
Lemma 5.1. Let C ą 0. When F “ R, for x P Rˆ with |x| ă C, we have
Jpµ,δq pxq Î |x|´1{2.
Similarly, when F “ C, for z P Cˆ with |z| ă C, we have
Jpµ,mq pzq Î |z|´1.
The implied constants above depend only on C and the parameters pµ, δq or pµ, mq.
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We shall prove this lemma by bounding the Mellin-Barnes type integrals of certain
gamma factors as in [Qi2, §1.1, 3].
Remark 5.2. When the parameters are generic in the sense that all the poles of the
gamma factors are simple, sharper bounds may be easily seen from the power series ex-
pansions of the Bessel functions, which are obtained from shifting the integral contours in
the Mellin-Barnes type integrals to the far left and collecting the residues. In deed, one has
Jpµ,δq pxq Î max t||x| µl |u , Jpµ,mq pzq Î max
 ˇˇ|z|2µl ˇˇ( .
In the non-generic cases, with some work, it may be shown that only powers of log |x| or
log |z| will be lost. For more details, see [Qi2, §11.1, 11.2, 15.1].
5.1.1. Bounds for Real Bessel Kernels near Zero. Suppose F “ R. According to
[Qi2, §1.1, 3], let
Gδpsq “ iδπ 12´s
Γ
`
1
2
ps` δq˘
Γ
`
1
2
p1´ s` δq˘ “
$’&’%
2p2πq´sΓpsq cos
´
πs
2
¯
, if δ “ 0,
2ip2πq´sΓpsq sin
´
πs
2
¯
, if δ “ 1,
Gpµ,δqpsq “
rź
l“1
Gδlps´ µlq,
and define
jpµ,δqpxq “ 1
2πi
ż
Cpµ,δq
Gpµ,δqpsqx´sds, x ą 0,
where Cpµ,δq is a curve obtained from a vertical line on the right of all the poles ofGpµ,δqpsq
with two ends at infinity shifted to the left, say, to Re s “ ´1 (see [Qi2, Definition 3.2]);
the shift is needed only to secure convergence. The Bessel kernel Jπ “ Jpµ,δq is defined as
Jpµ,δq p˘xq “
1
2
`
jpµ,δqpxq ˘ jpµ,δ`eqpxq
˘
,
where e “ p1, 1q if r “ 2 and e “ p1, 1, 1q if r “ 3.
We remark that bothGpµ,δqpsq andGpµ,δ`eqpsq have no poles in the half plane Re s ě 12 .
This is clear when π is a principal series. When π is the discrete series σpmq of GL2pRq,
by the duplication formula and Euler’s reflection formula of the Gamma function, both
Gpµ,δqpsq and Gpµ,δ`eqpsq are equal to
im`1p2πq1´2s Γ
`
s` 1
2
m
˘
Γ
`
1´ s` 1
2
m
˘ ,
which has no poles even in the larger region Re s ą ´ 1
2
m. We are in a similar situation, if π
is a representation of GL3pRq coming from the discrete series σpmq of GL2pRq. Therefore,
we may and do choose the contours Cpµ,δq and Cpµ,δ`eq to be contained in the half plane
Re s ď 1
2
. Then, some simple estimations by Stirling’s formula of the integrals that define
jpµ,δqpxq and jpµ,δ`eqpxq yield the bound for Jpµ,δq p˘xq in Lemma 5.1.
5.1.2. Bounds for Complex Bessel Kernels near Zero. Now let F “ C. Define
Gmpsq “ i|m|p2πq1´2s
Γ
`
s` 1
2
|m|˘
Γ
`
1´ s` 1
2
|m|˘ ,
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Gpµ,mqpsq “
rź
l“1
Gmlps´ µlq,
and
jpµ,mqpxq “ 1
2πi
ż
Cpµ,mq
Gpµ,mqpsqx´2sds, x ą 0,
where Cpµ,mq is defined similarly as Cpµ,δq such that all the poles of Gpµ,mqpsq stay on the
left (see [Qi2, Definition 3.2]). We define the Bessel kernel Jπ “ Jpµ,mq in the polar
coordinates,
Jpµ,mq
`
xeiφ
˘ “ 1
2π
8ÿ
m“´8
jpµ,m`meqpxqeimφ.
Now assume that maxt|Re µl|u ă 12 and set M “ maxt|ml|u. Let x ă C. We truncate
the Fourier series at |m| “ M. When |m| ą M, the estimate in [Qi2, Lemma 3.10] by
Stirling’s formula yields
jpµ,m`meqpxq Î
˜
p2πeq|m|
p|m| ` 1q|m|´M
¸r
x|m|´M´1.
When |m| ď M, we choose the contours Cpµ,δ`meq in the half plane Re s ď 12 , so
jpµ,m`meqpxq Î x´1.
Combining these estimates, we obtain
Jpµ,mq
`
xeiφ
˘ Î x´1.
All the implied constants above depend only on C and pµ, mq.
5.2. Asymptotic of Bessel Kernels at Infinity. We now collect some results from
[Qi2] on the asymptotic of Bessel kernels at infinity. See [Qi2, Theorem 14.1, 16.6, 16.7].
Proposition 5.3. Let K ě 0.
When F “ R, for x ą 0, we may write
Jpµ,δq
`
x2
˘ “ÿ
˘
e p˘2xq
x1{2
W˘
pµ,δq
pxq ` E`
pµ,δq
pxq,
Jpµ,δq
`´x2˘ “ E´
pµ,δq
pxq,
if r “ 2,
Jpµ,δq
`˘x3˘ “ e p˘3xq
x
W˘
pµ,δq
pxq ` E˘
pµ,δq
pxq,
if r “ 3, and there is a constant CK, µ, depending only on K and µ, such that for x ě CK,µ,
we have
W˘
pµ,δq
pxq “
K´1ÿ
k“0
B˘
k
x´k ` OK, µ
`
x´K
˘
,(5.1)
with the coefficients B˘
k
depending only on pµ, δq, and
E˘
pµ,δq
pxq “ Oµ
`
x´pr´1q{2 exp p´2πr sin pπ{rq xq ˘.
Define the sectors
S2 “
 
z P Cˆ : ´ 1
2
π ď arg z ă 1
2
π
(
,
S3 “
 
z P Cˆ : ´ 2
3
π ď arg z ă 0( .
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When F “ C, we may write
Jpµ,mq pzrq “
ÿ
ξr“1
e
`
r
`
ξz ` ξz˘˘
|z|r´1rξzs|m| Wpµ,mq pz, ξq ` Epµ,mqpzq,
with notations rzs “ z{|z| and |m| “ řrl“1ml, and there is a constant CK, pµ,mq, depending
only on K and pµ, mq, such that, for z P Sr with |z| ě CK, pµ,mq, we have
Wpµ,mq pz, ξq “
ÿÿ
k, k1“0,...,K´1
k`k1ďK´1
Bk,k1ξ
´k`k1z´kz
´k1 ` OK,pµ,mq
`|z|´K˘ ,(5.2)
with the coefficients Bk,k1 depending only on pµ, mq,
Epµ,mqpzq “ 0,
if r “ 2, and
Epµ,mqpzq “ Opµ,mq
`|z|´2 exp `´12π sin ` 1
3
π
˘
sin
`
1
12
π
˘ |z|˘˘ ,
if r “ 3.
While Stirling’s asymptotic formula may be applied to the Mellin-Barnes type inte-
grals in §5.1.1 to prove the asymptotic formula for Jpµ,δqpxq as in Proposition 5.3 (see
[Li2], [Blo] and [Qi2, Appendix B]), this method does not work for Jpµ,mqpzq because it
is an infinite series of Mellin-Barnes type integrals as one has seen in §5.1.2. In [Qi2],
the author finds two other approaches to the asymptotic formulae for the analytic contin-
uations of certain Bessel functions initially defined on R`; they also yield the first part of
Proposition 5.3. The first is to apply stationary phase to the formal integral representation
of Bessel functions (this method is even new for classical Bessel functions). The second
is to apply the asymptotic theory of differential equations to the Bessel equations. As a
result, one obtains explicit connection formulae between the two kinds of Bessel functions
associated with the two singularities 0 and 8 of the Bessel equations. In order to study
Jpµ,mqpzq, one may establish two formulae that express Jpµ,mqpzq in terms of the two kinds
of Bessel functions respectively; their connection formulae play a vital role here in the
establishment. Finally, the asymptotic formula for Jpµ,mqpzq as in Proposition 5.3 follows
from the second formula along with the asymptotic formula derived from the theory of
differential equations. Readers are referred to [Qi2, Chapter 2, 3] for more details.
5.3. Estimates for Hankel Transforms. Recall that Hankel transforms are defined
as rf pyq “ ż
R
Jpµ,δqpxyq f pxqdx, rf puq “ ĳ
C
Jpµ,mqpzuq f pzq idz^dz.(5.3)
For a weight function w given as in Theorem 1.2 and a scalar ρ P F, our choice of the test
function will be
f pxq “ wpxqe p´ρxq , if F “ R,(5.4)
f pzq “ wpzqe p´ρz´ ρzq , if F “ C.(5.5)
Lemma 5.4. Let C ą 0. Let y P Rˆ and u P Cˆ. Suppose that 0 ă T |y|, T |u| ď C.
Then, rf pyq ÎC, µ, ∆ T 1{2|y|´1{2,
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if F “ R, and rf puq ÎC,pµ,mq, ∆ T |u|´1,
if F “ C.
Proof. This lemma immediately follows from Lemma 5.1. Q.E.D.
Next, we consider rf of large argument. For this we have two lemmas for the cases
T |ρ| Ï 1 and T |ρ| Î 1 separately.
Lemma 5.5. Let K ě 0. Put C “ CK,µ or C2K,pµ,mq as in Proposition 5.3 . Let
y P Rˆ and u P Cˆ. Suppose that T |ρ| is sufficiently large, say T |ρ| ą ∆r´1C1{r , and that
T |y|, T |u| ą C.
When F “ R, we have rf pyq Îµ, ∆ T 1{2|y|´1{2,
if pT |ρ|qr{∆rpr´1q ď T |y| ď ∆rpr´1qpT |ρ|qr, andrf pyq ÎK,µ, ∆ T pT |y|q´pr´1q{2r´K{r ,
if otherwise.
When F “ C, we have rf puq Îpµ,mq, ∆ T |u|´1,
if pT |ρ|qr{∆rpr´1q ď T |u| ď ∆rpr´1qpT |ρ|qr , andrf puq ÎK, pµ,mq, ∆ T 2pT |u|q´pr´1q{r´2K{r ,
if otherwise.
Proof. We first consider the real case. In view of Proposition 5.3, there are four similar
integrals coming from the leading terms of the asymptotic expansions of W˘
pµ,δq
pxq as in
(5.1), two of them being of the following form, up to constant multiple,
1
ypr´1q{2r
ż p∆Tq1{r
T 1{r
e
`˘ ry1{rx´ ρxr˘xpr´1q{2wpxrqdx,
in which we assume that ρ, y ą 0. Upon changing the variable x to y1{rpr´1qx{ρ1{pr´1q, we
obtain the integral
h˘pλq “ T
pr´1q{2r
ρpr`1q{2rλpr
2´2r´1q{2r
ż ∆1{rX
X
e pλp˘pxqq gpx, λqdx,(5.6)
with
λ “
ˆ
y
ρ
˙1{pr´1q
, X “
ˆ
Tρ
λ
˙1{r
,
p˘pxq “ ˘ rx´ xr , gpx, λq “
ˆ
λxr
Tρ
˙pr´1q{2r
w
ˆ
λxr
ρ
˙
,
and the weight function gpx, λq satisfying
pB{Bxq jpB{Bλqkgpx, λq Î X´ jλ´k.
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For h´pλq, we have p1´pxq “ ´rpxr´1 ` 1q ď ´r for all x P rX, ∆1{rXs, and hence by
repeating partial integration K times, we have the estimate
h´pλq Î T
pr´1q{2rX
ρpr`1q{2rλpr
2´2r´1q{2r
1
pX λqK
“ T
pr`1q{2r
pρ λr´1qpr´1q{2r
1
pX λqK
“ T
pTyqpr´1q{2r`K{r
.
As for h`pλq, the stationary point of the phase function p`pxq satisfies 1 ´ xr´1 “ 0,
giving x0 “ 1. Since |p1`pxq| ą r
`
1 ´ ∆´pr´1q2{r˘ on rX, ∆1{rXs if either X ă 1{∆ or
X ą ∆, repeating partial integration yields the same bound for h`pλq as above. When
1{∆ ď X ď ∆, so that T r´1ρr{∆rpr´1q ď y ď ∆rpr´1qT r´1ρr, the stationary phase method
(see for example [Sog, Theorem 1.1.4] or [Ho¨r, Theorem 7.7.5]) may be applied to bound
the integral in (5.6) by λ´1{2 (note that λ Ï Tρ Ï 1), then
h`pλq Î T
pr´1q{2r
ρpr`1q{2rλpr
2´2r´1q{2r
1
λ1{2
“ T
pr´1q{2r
ρ1{2pr´1qypr
2´r´1q{2rpr´1q
Î T
1{2
y1{2
.
Moreover, the contributions from lower-order terms may be treated in the same manner and
those from the error term in (5.1) and E˘
pµ,δq
pxq can also be bounded by T pTyq´pr´1q{2r´K{r .
The complex case is similar. Thus we shall only consider the total leading-term con-
tributions from the asymptotic expansions of all Wpµ,mqpz, ξq as in (5.2). Without loss of
generality, we assume ρ ą 0. The integral that we need to estimate is
1
|u|pr´1q{rru1{rs|m|
ÿ
ξr“1
ĳ
Sr
e
`
r
`
ξu1{rz` ξu1{rz˘´ ρ pzr ` zrq ˘ |z|r´1rξzs|m|wpzrq idz^dz
“ 1|u|pr´1q{rru1{rs|m|
ĳ
C
e
`
r
`
u1{rz` u1{rz˘´ ρ pzr ` zrq ˘|z|r´1rzs|m|wpzrq idz^dz,
where u1{r is the principal branch of the r-th root of u. In the polar coordinates, write
z “ xeiφ and u “ yeiω, then the integral above turns into
2
ypr´1q{rei|m|ω{r
ż 2π
0
ż p∆Tq1{r
T 1{r
e
`
2ry1{rx cos pφ` ω{rq ´ 2ρxr cosprφq˘xre´i|m|φwpxreirφqdxdφ.
After changing the variable x to y1{rpr´1qx{ρ1{pr´1q, we obtain
hpλ, ωq “ 2T
ρ λr´2ei|m|ω{r
ż 2π
0
ż ∆1{rX
X
e pλppx, φ;ωqq gpx, φ, λqdxdφ,(5.7)
with
λ “
ˆ
y
ρ
˙1{pr´1q
, X “
ˆ
Tρ
λ
˙1{r
,
ppx, φ;ωq “ 2rx cospφ` ω{rq ´ 2xr cosprφq, gpx, φ, λq “ λx
re´i|m|φ
Tρ
w
ˆ
λxreirφ
ρ
˙
,
and the weight function gpx, φ, λq satisfying
pB{Bxq jpB{BφqkpB{Bλqlgpx, φ, λq Î X´ jλ´l.
We now apply the method of stationary phase for double integrals; a similar integral is also
treated in [Qi1] for r “ 2. Since
p1px, φ;ωq “ `2r `cospφ` ω{rq ´ xr´1 cosprφq˘ ,´2rx `sinpφ` ω{rq ´ xr´1 sinprφq˘˘ ,
there is a unique stationary point px0, φ0q “ p1, ω{rpr ´ 1qq. First, in the case that either
X ă 1{∆ or X ą ∆, we repeatedly apply the elaborated partial integration of Ho¨rmander
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(see the proof of [Ho¨r, Theorem 7.7.1] and also [Qi1, §5.1.3]). More precisely, we define
qpx, φ;ωq “ x1´r pBxppx, φ;ωqq2 ` x´1´r pBφppx, φ;ωqq2
“ 4r2 `xr´1 ` x1´r ´ 2 cosppr ´ 1qφ´ ω{rq˘ .
An important observation is that qpx, φ;ωq has a uniform positive lower bound,
qpx, φ;ωq ě 4r2`∆pr´1q2{2r ´ ∆´pr´1q2{2r˘2, x P rX, ∆1{rXs.
Then, writing the integral in (5.7) as
1
2πi λ
ż 2π
0
ż ∆1{rX
X
gpx, φ, λq
qpx, φ;ωq
ˆBxppx, φ;ωq
xr´1
Bxpe pλp px, φ;ωqqq
` Bφppx, φ;ωq
xr`1
Bφpe pλp px, φ;ωqqq
˙
dxdφ,
and integrating by parts, we obtain
´ 1
2πi λ
ż 2π
0
ż ∆1{rX
X
ˆ B
Bx
ˆ
gpx, φ, λqBxppx, φ;ωq
xr´1qpx, φ;ωq
˙
` BBφ
ˆ
gpx, φ, λqBφppx, φ;ωq
xr`1qpx, φ;ωq
˙˙
e pλp px, φ;ωqq dxdφ.
By calculating the derivatives in the integrand and estimating each resulting integral, it is
easy to see that we get a saving of X λ. Repeating this elaborated partial integration 2K
times, it may be shown that we would save an X λ each time and hence
hpλ, ωq Î TX
ρ λr´2
1
pX λq2K “
T pr`1q{r
pρ λr´1qpr´1q{r
1
pX λq2K “
T 2
pTyqpr´1q{r`2K{r .
Second, when 1{∆ ď X ď ∆, we use the stationary phase estimate in [Sog, Theorem 1.1.4]
(or [Ho¨r, Theorem 7.7.5]) to bound the integral in (5.7) by λ´1, then
hpλ, ωq Î T
ρ λr´2
1
λ
“ T
y
.
Q.E.D.
When T |ρ| Î 1, we are in a much easier situation. Since ep´ρxq and ep´ρz ´ ρzq
are non-oscillatory, they may be absorbed into the weight functions, and we may save any
power of pT |y|q1{r or pT |u|q1{r by repeating partial integration.
Lemma 5.6. Let K ě 0. Put C “ CK, µ or C2K,pµ,mq as in Proposition 5.3 . Let y P Rˆ
and u P Cˆ. Suppose that T |ρ| is bounded, say by ∆r´1C1{r , and that T |y|, T |u| ą C.
Then, rf pyq ÎK,µ, ∆ T pT |y|q´pr´1q{2r´K{r ,
if F “ R, and rf puq ÎK, pµ,mq, ∆ T 2pT |u|q´pr´1q{r´2K{r ,
if F “ C.
In conclusion, combining Lemma 5.4, 5.5 and 5.6, we have the following corollary.
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Corollary 5.7. Let T, Y ą 0 be sufficiently large in terms of π and ∆. Let y P Rˆ and
u P Cˆ. Then, for any ρ P F with |ρ| ď Y{∆r´1T, we have uniform bounds
rf pyq Î ››››Ty
››››1{2 , rf puq Î ››››Tu
››››1{2 ,
and, for any A ą 1
2
, we haverf pyq Î }T}1´A}y}´A, rf puq Î }T}1´A}u}´A,
if T |y|, T |u| ą Yr. All the implied constants depend only on π, ∆, and in addition on A for
the last two inequalities.
6. Proof of Theorem 1.2
Let T Ï 1, θ P F8, and let w be a smooth product function on F8 as in Theorem 1.2.
Let Q “ ?T and let α˘ P O, β˘ P O r t0u be chosen as in Lemma A.2. By the Chinese
remainder theorem, there is δ P O r t0u such that α “ α˘{δ and β “ β˘{δ are relatively
prime in O3 for all non-archimedean places 3 with }β}3 ă }α}3. Let ρ3 “ α{β´ θ3. Then,
in view of (A.1), we have
|β˘|3 Î Q “
?
T , |ρ3| Î 1
Q|β˘|3
“ 1?
T |β˘|3
for all 3 P S8. Set Y3 “ C3
?
T{|β˘|3, for certain constants C3 depending only on F, π and
∆, which are expressible in terms of those implied constants in Lemma A.2 and Corollary
5.7.
Now, let S θ,w denote the sum in (1.13) or (1.14), and define f3 as in (5.4) and (5.5),
then
S θ,w “
ÿ
γPO1
AπpγDqe
ˆ
Tr
ˆ
αγ
β
˙˙
f pγq,
which is the left hand side of the Voronoı¨ summation formula (3.11) or (3.12) in Proposi-
tion 3.4. In the following, we shall estimate the right hand side.
When r “ 2, applying Corollary 5.7 to bound rf pγq on the right hand side of (3.11),
we obtain
S θ,w Î T
N{2
Nb
ÿ
γPFˆXF8pY
2{Tq
γb2ĂO1
|Arπ `γb2D˘ |
|Nγ|1{2 `
TN{2
Nb
ÿ
SĂS8
S‰Ø
1
}T}S
ÿ
γ PFˆXFS8pY
2{Tq
γb2ĂO1
|Arπ `γb2D˘ |
|Nγ|1{2}γ}S
,
where the ideal b is defined as
ś
}β}3ă}α}3
p
ord3 β
3 (see Proposition 3.4). Note that Y
2
3 {T “
C23 {|β˘|23 . Let us assume momentarily that NpY2{T qNpb2Dq ě 1. Then, by Lemma 4.2 and
4.3, along with Nb ď |Nβ˘| (note that both α˘ and β˘ are integral) and |β˘|3 Î
?
T , we find
that both the first and the second sum are bounded by
TN{2
Nb
Nb2`2ε
|Nβ˘|1`2ε ď T
N{2,
and
TN{2
Nb
ÿ
SĂS8
S‰Ø
1
}T}S
}β˘}2
S
Nb2`2ε
|Nβ˘|1`2ε Î T
N{2.
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When NpY2{T qNpb2Dq ă 1, the argument actually simplifies because the first sum has no
terms and the second can be taken over a smaller range by rescaling Y.
When r “ 3, we apply similar arguments. We estimate the right hand side of (3.12)
using Weil’s bound (3.10) for the Kloosterman sum S ba1´1
`
1,´sαβ3γ{γ12; β{γ1˘ and Corol-
lary 5.7 for rf pγq. Then
S θ,w Î
ÿ
bĂa1ĂO1
pNa1q1{2´ε
pNbq3{2´ε
`
Mpa1, b; β˘q ` Epa1, b; β˘q˘
with
Mpa1, b; β˘q “ TN{2
ÿ
γ PFˆXF8pY
3{Tq
γb3a1´2ĂO1
ˇˇ
Arπ `a1D, γb3a1´2D˘ˇˇ
|Nγ|1{2 ,
Epa1, b; β˘q “ TN{2
ÿ
SĂS8
S‰Ø
1
}T}S
ÿ
γPFˆXFS8pY
3{Tq
γb3a1´2ĂO1
ˇˇ
Arπ `a1D, γb3a1´2D˘ˇˇ
|Nγ|1{2}γ}S
.
Note that Y33 {T “ C33
?
T{|β˘|33 . Again, we shall assume that NpY3{T qNpb3a´2Dq ě 1;
otherwise, the analysis is simpler as it was above when r “ 2. It follows from Lemma 4.2
and 4.3, along with Nb ď |Nβ˘| and |β˘|3 Î
?
T , that
Mpa1, b; β˘q Î TN{2 ¨ pNbq
3`3ε T p1{4`ε{2qN
pNa1q1`2ε|Nβ˘|3{2`3ε Î
pNbq3{2 T 3N{4`ε
pNa1q1`ε ,
Epa1, b; β˘q Î TN{2
ÿ
SĂS8
S‰Ø
1
}T}S
}β˘}3
S
pNbq3`3ε T p1{4`ε{2qN
}T}1{2
S
pNa1q1`2ε|Nβ˘|3{2`3ε
Î pNbq
3{2 T 3N{4`ε
pNa1q1`ε .
Combing these, we have
S θ,w Î
ÿ
bĂa1ĂO1
pNa1q1{2´ε
pNbq3{2´ε
pNbq3{2 T 3N{4`ε
pNa1q1`ε “ T
3N{4`ε
ÿ
bĂa1ĂO1
pNbqε
pNa1q1{2`ε Î T
3N{4`ε.
7. Proof of Theorem 1.1
In this final section, we show how to deduce Theorem 1.1 from Theorem 1.2 following
[LY, §8]. First, we have the following higher dimensional generalization of [LY, Lemma
8.1].
Lemma 7.1. Let Π 1 Ă F8 be a fundamental parallelotope for F8{O1 which is sym-
metric about zero. For X ě 2 there exists a function hXpxq on F8 such thatż
F8
|hXpxq|dx Î plog XqN ,(7.1)
with the implied constant depending only on F, and that for γ P O1,
(7.2)
ż
F8
hXpxqepTrpxγqqdx “
#
1, if γ P X ¨Π 1,
0, otherwise.
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Proof. By a linear transform A, we may transform O1 to the lattice Zn and Π 1 to the
unit hypercube centered at zero. Define a function on R,
gXptq “
#
mint1, X{2` 1´ |t|u, for |t| ď X{2` 1,
0, for |t| ą X{2` 1.
We form the product gN
X
pvq “ śNn“1 gXpvnq and let hXpxq be the Fourier transform (with
Fourier kernel ep´Trpxyqq) of gN
X
pAyq.
Note that gN
X
pAγq “ 1 if γ P X ¨Π 1 and vanishes otherwise, giving (7.2).
As for (7.1), we first prove that the L1 norm of the Fourier transform pgX is Oplog Xq.
The proof is similar to that of [DFI, Lemma 9]. Since | detA|hXpI tAxq splits into the
product 2r2
śN
n“1 pgXpxnq, the L1 norm of hXpxq is of size O `plog XqN˘. Here I is the
diagonal matrix that represents the bilinear form Trpxyq so that Trpxyq “ txIy; the diagonal
entries of I are either 1 or´1. Q.E.D.
Now we prove Theorem 1.1. Let ∆ Ï 1 Ï ∆1 be suitable parameters such that T ¨Π 1 r
pT{2qΠ 1 Ă Ar2∆1T, ∆∆1T{2s, with the definition ArY, Zs “ tx P F8 : |x3| P rY, Zsu. We
choose a weight function w that satisfies the conditions in Theorem 1.2 with T replaced by
∆1T and such that wpxq ” 1 on the annulus Ar2∆1T, ∆∆1T{2s. Thus,ÿ
γPO1XtT ¨Π 1rpT{2qΠ 1u
AπpγDqe pTrpθγqq “
ÿ
γ PO1XtT ¨Π 1rpT{2qΠ 1u
AπpγDqe pTrpθγqqwpγq.
In view of (1.5), the left hand side is S θpT q ´ S θpT{2q. Write the right hand side as
S θ,wpT q ´ S θ,wpT{2q. Then apply Lemma 7.1 with X “ T, T{2 to get
S θ,wpXq ď
ż
F8
|hpxq|
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ÿ
γPO1
AπpγDqe pTr ppθ ` xqγqqwpγq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ dx.
Theorem 1.2 applies to the sum over γ, the uniformity in θ being critical, and (7.1) controls
the integral over F8, giving Theorem 1.1.
Appendix A. Dirichlet Approximation for Number Fields
In this appendix, we give a generalization of Dirichlet’s approximation theorem to an
arbitrary number field.
First, we have the following result of simultaneous Dirichlet approximation for lattices
in RN , which is a variation of [Sch, II Theorem 1E].
Proposition A.1. Let Λ Ă RN be a lattice and let Π be a closed fundamental paral-
lelotope for Λ. Suppose that a jk, j “ 1, ...,M, k “ 1, ...,N, are MN many real numbers
and that Q ą 1 is a real number. Then there exist integers q1, ..., qM and a lattice point
λ P Λ with
1 ď max t|q1|, ..., |qM|u ă QN{M ,
p
Mÿ
j“1
q ja jk ´ λ jqk“1,...,N P 2Q´1 ¨Π.
As a consequence, we have the following lemma.
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Lemma A.2. Let θ P F8, and let Q ą 1 be real. Then there exist α, β P O, with β ‰ 0,
such that
|β|3 Î Q, |β3θ3 ´ α3|3 Î 1
Q
,(A.1)
for all 3 P S8, where the implied constants depend only on the field F.
Proof. In the notations of Proposition A.1, let Λ “ Oσ, for a fixed integer basis
β1, ..., βN for O, let Π “
!řN
j“1 t jβ
σ
j
: t j P
“´ 1
2
, 1
2
‰)
, and let a j 3 “ θ3 β j 3. Recall that σ
is the canonical embedding F ãÑ F8 “ RN . Note that M “ N. Then Proposition A.1
implies the existence of integers q3 and α P O such that
1 ď max t|q3|u ă Q,
pθ3
Nÿ
j“1
q jβ j 3 ´ α3q3PS8 P 2Q´1 ¨Π.
Therefore follows the lemma by setting β “ řNj“1 q jβ j. Q.E.D.
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